
. 

"The Figure of the King: Arthur vs. Hrólf." 

A comparison of the figures of King Arthur--as he aprears in 

the Old Norse Arthurian materlals--and of Hrólf kraki Ís sug- 

gested by a number of points of similarity, some very obvious, 

others perhaps less so. This remark, of ccurse, applies prima- 

rily to various circumstances or events in the lives of Arthur 

and Hrólf. It seemed to me though that a comparison of the 

descriptive verbal material which is associated with these two 

figures might also be of interest. My interest originally lay 

with the figure of Arthur, and the comparison with Hrólf sug- 

gested itself only secondarily, so to speak. The figure of 

Arthur is somewhat more difficult to "define"--for reasons 

which we will come to directly--although both figures do, in 

fact, present problems, What I wish to do, then, is present a 

"composite" of each of the two, that is, the "image" which the 

audience--be it reader or hearer--of the respective sagas might 

have formed. I am weil aware that there are numbrous pitfalls 

with this kind of a study. I could spend the whole 20 minutes, 

and more, simply discussing them, but that Í do not propose to 

do. So, I shall just forge ahead here. The comparison, very 

tentative though it may be, can possibly serve te delineate 

beth figures more clearly. 

As I said, Arthur is the somewhat more difficult figure to 

define. A general impression for the casual reader of the 

Arthurian sagas would probably be that of a very passive king, 

a shadowy figure in the background. If we consider any one of 

the riddarasögur by itself, something can be said about Arthur's 
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role, but not a great deal. He is certainly overshadowed by 

Erex or fven or Parceval, and in Valvers béttr he plays no role 

at all. Mbttuls saga is a rather different type of work, and 

Arthur's appearance in Brother Rebert's Tristram ís still dif- 

ferent again and brings in the material also found in the Breta 

sUgur. These are only some of the high lights, of course. To 

get the "composite," the image, which I am looking for, we have 

to amalgamate all this material. Such a process, however, is 

not entirely without medieval precedent--I use the term "nedi- 

eval" somewhat loosely here. The process would seem to hypoth- 

esize an audience which was familiar with all, or at least most 

of the various works involved, Now it's ar interesting fact 

that there are several 17th century manuscripts which present 

collections of the Arthurian material--for example, AM 181 fol. 

contains, among other texts, Ívens saga, Parcevals saga, Valvers 

þáttr, Erex saga, and Möttuls saga. AM 179 fol. contains four 

of those five (not Erex saga), and its scribe, the industrious 

J6n Erlendsson, just happened also to prepare a copy or two of 

Hrélfs saga. But we can push this kind of activity back even 

farther in time. For example, there is Holm 6 4to, from about 

1400, which contains the same four as 179 and may originally 

have included Erex saga as well. One manuscript of Breta sðgur 

(AM 573 4to) from about 1350-75 also has Valvera Þáttr. And 

there 1s good evidence that the now lost "Ormsbók" from roughly 

the same period contained not only some of the Arthurian ro- 

mances (e.8., Erex saga, fvens saga, Parcevals saga) but also 

a version of Breta sögur. My point is that an audience such as 
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I am hypothesizing is nót necessarily a figment of my lmagina- 

tion entirely. 

Now to come to the figure of Arthur anc the comparison with 

Hrélf. An obvious point of similarity is the circle of twelve 

“champions.” Note that in the two primary manuscripts of Erex 

sgaga--which are, however, 17th century copies--the twelve are 

referred to as "spekingar" and "ráðgjafar." But in the little 

vellum fragment (Lbs. 1230 III), dated at about 1475-1500, they 

are actually called "kappar." The fact that other outstanding 

figures--Charlemagne, for example--may also have a cirele of 

twelve champions, does not vitiate the comparison between Arthur 

and Hrólf. When Lars LÖnnroth, in comparing Hrólf and Charle- 

magne, dismisses the number twelve as "a cliché" (1975, p. 32), 

I am not sure that I completely agree. When he cites as a par- 

allel Dietrich of Bern, as well as other heroes, fighting twelve 

opponents, this seems to me a quite different matter. However, 

I heartily agree with him when he says that similarities of 

literary structure are of much greater value than similarities 

in isolated themes and motifs (p. 34), For example, the fact 

that both Arthur and Hrólf possess a famous sword--Arthur's 

“Kaleburnum" and Hrélf's "Sk8fnung"--1s such a commonplace that 

it hardly deserves mention. 

In my résumé I also mentioned the manner in which Arthur and 

Hrélf both meet their end--in a battle against a close relative. 

Arthur dies, or at least receives his mortal wound, fighting 

Modred, his nephew. There is also a woman involved, Arthur's 

queen--thus, a woman closely associated with the hero--whom 
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Modred has "married." Hrólf dies fighting Hjörvarð, his vassal, 

and the woman involved, in this case the real instigator of the 

calamity, is Skuld, Hrólf's half-sister and wife of Hjörvarð. 

Note, too, that in at least one tradition (cf. Beowulf) Hjörvarð 

is actually Hrólf's cousin. 

If the final conflicts of Arthur and Hrólf show certain par- 

allels, the circumstances of their births are no less interest- 

ing. Arthur is--very possibly--the child of adultery, or at 

any rate "semi-adultery," and Hrélf is the child of incest. 

Uther Pendragon 1s smitten with love for Igerna, wife of Duke 

Gorlois. Aided by Merlin's magic, Uther gains access to the 

duke's castle and, in the form of Gorlois, sleeps with Igerna. 

Thus, adultery is involved, although Igerna commits it unwit- 

tingly. Geoffrey expressly states (VIII:19) that Arthur was 

conceived that night. After the death of Gorlois, Uther does 

marry Igerna, and Breta sÖgur does not make clear exactly when 

Arthur was conceived, I will not go into all the details con- 

cerning Hrélf, but King Helgi has a daughter Yrsa without being 

aware of it. One day Helgi, in disguise, comes upon Yrsa and 

ís smitten with love fer her. He takes her by force, although 

he later marries her, Hrélf is their son, the child of incest, 

although here both parents are unwitting. The various parallels 

to the Arthur case are clear. 

These are striking beginnings and endings for our heroes, 

ones which could hardly escape the attention of any audience. 

I would also point out that I find nothing really equivalent 

with either Karla Magnús or Þiðrek af Bern. 
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One other parallel may be noted. Before the final sequence 

of events which will lead to the destruction of Arthur and Hrélf 

there is a period ef peace, five years for Arthur, simply a long 

while for Hrólf ("langar stundir"). Then comes the time for a 

great celebration, of course Pentecost for Arthur and Yule for 

Hrólf. 

Naturally there appear to be some basic differences between 

Arthur and Hrólf. Hrólf ia both king and warrior. He plays an 

active role in the saga, although it has been commented upon by 

various scholars that much of the saga, as we now have it, is 

devoted to persons other than Hrólf. But when. he appears, he 

does take a fairly active part in events. To be sure, Arthur 

in the Geoffrey tradition (Breta sigur, Tristrams saga) is quite 

similar in this respect, but in the romances his role appears 

rather different. Hrélf is not without equivocal elements, 

however, He takes vigorous action to stop a fight at his court 

and acts as mediator between Svipdag and his berserks. He does 

not hesitate to criticize his "hirð" for their bad manners--the 

bone throwing--they dishonor him in this. Yet he has let this 

situation arise. Later, too, he must be reminded that his honor 

is not entirely unblemished, since he has not claimed his patri- 

mony from King Aðils. In spite of all his valor, in the episode 

at Aðils! court 1t appears~-several times--that Hrólf needs the 

protection of his champions, and it 1s specifically stated that 

he can not stand the fire as well as they. Finnur Jónsson 

aptly describes this as "en ynkelig rolle" (Hrélfa s., p. ix). 

Similar elements can be found for Arthur. In Ívens Saga 
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Arthur serves as mediator between Íven and Valven. In Erex saga 

when Valven questions the king's hunting plans, Arthur puts him 

in his place in no uncertain terms, and when he later summons 

all his vassals to court it 18 on pain of his wrath. In the 

Parcevals saga he upbraids Kay, his seneschal, for bad manners 

and for bringing disgrace upon his court, while Kay, although 

very angry, does not dare do anything because he is too close to 

Arthur. Yet, despite the fact that Arthur has subjugated all 

England and "Bretland" (MÖttuls saga), ís to become Emperor of 

Rome, and compares favorably with Charlemagne (Ívens saga), his 

queen has been stolen by some knight (ivens saga), and his men 

have to go out to rescue her. Or again, the Red Knight has 

wandered off with Arthur's golden goblet--not before throwing 

the wine over the queen--and has even challenged him for his 

Kingdom (Parcevals saga). Arthur seems only capable of sitting 

there in a daze (“angradr ok áhyggjufullr"). It ia left te the 

as yet boorish Parceval to give the knight his just deserts. 

Now 1t may be of some interest to examine the specific 

verbal material which is associated with Arthur and Hrélf-- 

primarily the adjectives, of course, but also adverbs, nouns, 

and se on, as seems relevant. Here I would distinguish between 

“primary” and "secondary" material. By primary materlal I mean 

the adjectives (ete.) which the "author" applies to the figure, 

er which are applied by some one else in the story but ina 

“third-person context," where the force would be approximately 

the same as if the author were speaking. For example, when Svip 

tells his son he has heard that Hrólf ie “8rr ok stórgjöfull, 
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trífastr ok vinavandr," I take these adjectives as having the 

same force as when the author tells us that Hrélf became a 

"mikill máðtamaðr,“ Secondary material, then, will include 

everything else, as, for example, when "ágdötr" is used by a 

knight in direct address to Arthur. I trust 1t 18 clear why I 

consider such examples as having a different force, In the 

following I am concerned with only the primary material. 

I have prepared two lists, one for Arthur and ene foxfiréir. 

The words are listed in aplhabetical order, and I use the tra- 

ditional (dictionary) citation form. This is to be understood 

to represent not only any inflected form but, for adjectives,. 

the comparative and superlative as well. In mast cases an ex- 

pression like “manna frf3astr" does not add significantly dif- 

ferent information from a simple "fríðr," at least for our pur- 

poses here. Werds (or closely related forms) which occur on 

both lists are supplied with an asterisk, for easier identifi- 

cation. If a word occurs more than once within the same text, 

this is indicated. On the list for Arthur the text (or texts) 

in which the word occurs is also indicated in parentheses. 

Up te this point I have said nothing about any problems 

with the various traditions surrounding Hrélf. As with Arthur, 

though, Hrólf is mentioned ln more texts than just the saga that 

bears his name. Ultimately, the situation with Hrólf may be 

even more complicated than with Arthur, and it is clear that the 

saga as we now have it is a late work and can be said to be 

botched in places (for example, see Jónsson, Hrólfs s., pp. vi- 

viii). For purposes of this paper, however, I have concentrated 
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en the saga, with only an occasional reference to the other 

traditions. On the list I have included the few items from the 

Snorra Edda (marked SnE); Helmskríngla, which also mentions 

Hrélf, provides no relevant material. 

Locking at the two lists, we can make several observations. 

The list for Arthur ia nearly twice as long as the one for 

Hrélf. To some extent that feature is obviously connected with 

the number of texts I used in each case. However, note that the 

various Arthurian texts tend to use mutually different words; 

over fifty of the items occur in only one text, and no single 

item occurs in all the texts. I could, of course, have reduced 

the number of items by combining, for example, "blíðliga" and 

"blíðr," "ríkuliga" and "rfkr," perhaps "kurtelsi" and 

"kurtelss," and so on. Another observation 1s that of the items 

for Hrélf nearly one-third occur on the list for Arthur. Some 

of the other items are very “context bound"--for example, 

"kraki," "grennligr," "Þunnleitr." In this connection, notice 

that there is very little physical description--for Arthur only 

"miK111 á vöxt" and "vétnn at áliti," both from the same text 

(BS). Arthur is, in that respect, quite shadowy, although the 

overall composite is less so, and Hrólf really does not fare 

much better. 

Although in this paper I am not primarily interested in the 

"literary portrait," some mention of that subject may perhaps 

pe relevant. What I have dene by making the two lists 1s, of 

course, to wash out any portrait that might oceur. For Arthur 

there is in fact nothing worth calling a portrait in Erex saga, 
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Ívens saga, Parcevals sage, or Iristrams saga. In Breta sðgur, 

as was possibly to be expected, there,is a portralt--"presenta- 

tion segment" might be a better term (see Lönnroth, 1976, p. 

118)--one which includes some 16 items (Jónsson, Hauksbók, p. 

287:23-6). With an eye to lars LÖnnroth's study of the portrait 

(1965, p. 77), I would say that the example here is somewhat 

more informative than decorative, considering Arthur's action in 

the following sections. Theme is some alliteration, for example 

"fastndður ok forsjé11," "síðlátr ok sigrs&11," and perhaps an 

occasional touch of assonance, "harör ok vápndjarfr." As far as 

I can see, these sixteen items correspond to four in Geoffrey: 

"bonitas," "gratia," "largitas," "virtus," with a fifth added a 

few lines later, "probitas" (Hammer, p. 152:9-11 + 15-6). Note 

that here there are no physical characteristics. In Möttuls 

saga, then, there 1s a portrait, or presentation section, which 

is even more extensive than the one in Breta sðgur--some 22 

items (Cederschiðid-Wulff, pp. 1-2). Again there is some allit- 

eration, for example "vaskasti at vápnum“--and note "hagráðasti 

í ráðagörðum." To all this there appears to be absolutely 

nething corresponding in the French. Thus, in both instances 

the Norse seems to have freely introduced a quantity of 

descriptive material. 

For Hrólf there is also a portrait, though interestingly 

enough it ia put in the mouth of Svip when he is talking to his 

son, Although Hrólf has been mentioned twice earlier in the 

saga, this is the first time he has really been "introduced." 

There are some 15 items, including a couple of physical ones, 
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*"fríðr," "lágligr" (Slay, pp. 46-7). These are, incidentally, 

the only items of physical description, other than those already 

mentioned and specifically attached to Hrélf's "name-giving." 

There is a bit of alliteration, for example "hóðgr við vesala 

ok hégvétrr." The characteristics of the presentation of Hrólf 

are thus quite similar to those of Arthur. 

Despite certain gross overall differences, there are a 

number of polnts of similarity between Arthur and Hrélf, both 

in major and minor circumstances in their stories, and in the 

descriptive verbal material associated with them. <A compari- 

son of the two figures helps to sharpen the focus on both. 
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Arthur 

Sd4gddtr (BS, ES, IS) kapp (BS) 

áhyggjyfullr (PS--2x) (mikill) kappi (BS) 

angraðr (FS) kurteisi (MS) 

beinisamr (MS) kurteiss IS, Janv, TS) 

blíðllga (1S) (mikils) lofs (verðr) (MSs) 

*blíðr (IS, MS) *megn (ES) 

*drengskapr (MS, TS) (vel) menntr (BS) 

dýrligr (MS) *mikill (á vöxt) (BS) 

fastndémr (BS) mildleikr (MS) 

forsjáleysi (BS) *mildr (at gjöfum) (MS--2x) 

forsjáll (BS) miskunnsamr (MS) 

forvitinn (MS) mjúklyndr (góðum) (MS) 

*(víð-)fréðgr (BS, IS, MS--3x, *(kóngs) prýði (ES) 

*frótkleikr oi riddaraskap (TS) 

fullkominn (£ 811um nbtbingekap) ríkr (ES, TS) 

*glaðr (BS) rfkuliga (MS) 

g6Sr (vinum) (BS) röskr (í framgöngum) (BS) 

góðgjarn (Í miskunnsemd) (MS) siðlátr (BS) 

góðvlli (TS) síðugr (M3) 

grimr (úvínum) (BS) sigr (TS) 

guðhráðddr (Ms) sigrsáðll (BS) 

hagráör (MS) spekingr (BS) 

harðr (BS, MS) sterkr (BS) 

"hreysti (TS--2x) sóðmd (TS) 

huggdedi (MS) tiguligr (MS) 

(engi) 11lgirmd (MS) 
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Arthur (cont.) 

vald (ES) 

vápndjarfr (BS) 

vaskleikr (TS) 

vaskr (at vápnum) (MS) 

vinr (guðs ok góðra manna) (BS) 

vinsábll (IS, MS) 

virðuliga (ES) 

váðnn (at áliti) (BS) 

(engi) Sfund (MS) 

*Brr (at fé) (BS) 

BS = Breta sadgur 

ES = Erex saga 

Is = fvens saga 

Janv = Janvals ljóð 

MS = MÖttuls saga 

PS = Parcevals saga 

TS = Tristrams saga 
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Hrólf 

#ágátti (+ SnE) rausn (2x} 

#blítt (gott) skap 

*drenglliga stórlátr (við úmilda) 

fríðr stérláðti (2x) 

*fráðgr terveldr 

*(fróðknleikr SnE) trúfastr 

(stér-)ejöfull úlfkr (8örum kóngum í bardaga) 

%"glaðr vegr 

(grannligr SnE--2x) verjast vel R 

heiðr vinavandr 

hégvdtrr Punnleitr 

*hreystl *Err 

hugprýði (3x) 

néðgr (við vesala) 

kraki (£ andlitinu) (+ SnE) 

lfgligr (at líta) 

Lítillátr 

(1ít11183ti SnE) 

1ljúfr 

máttr 

"megn 

*mikill (at reyna) 

*miládr (at fé) (+ SnE) 

(mikill) máðtamaðr 

(með öngum) ótta 

*prýði 
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"The Figure of the King: Arthur vs. Hrólf." 

A comparison of the figures of King Arthur--as he aprears in 

the Old Norse Arthurian materlals--and of Hrólf kraki is sug- 

gested by a number of points of similarity, some very obvious, 

others perhaps less 30. This remark, of course, applies prima- 

rily to various circumstances or events in the lives of Arthur 

and Hrólf. It seemed to mé though that a comparison of the 

descriptive verbal material which is associated with these two 

figures might also be of interest. My interest originally lay 

with the figure of Arthur, and the comparison with Hrólf sug- 

gested itself only secondarily, so tc speak. The figure of 

Arthur is somewhat more difficult to "define"--for reasons 

which we will come to directly--although both figures do, in 

fact, present problems. What I wish to do, then, 1s present a 

"composite" of each of the two, that is, the “image” which the 

audience--be 1t reader or hearer--of the respective sagas might 

% have formed. I am well aware that there are numbrous pitfalls 

with this kind of a study. I could spend the whole 20 minutes, 

and more, simply discussing them, but that I do not propose to 

do, So, I shall just forge ahead here. The comparison, very 

tentative though it may be, can possibly serve to delineate 

beth figures more clearly. 

As I said, Arthur is the somewhat more difficult figure to 

define. A general impression for the casual reader of the 

Arthurian sagas would probably be that of a very passive king, 

a shadowy figure in the background. If we consider any one of 

the riddarasögur by itself, something can be said about Arthur's 
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role, but not a great deal. He is certainly overshadowed by 

Erex or fven or Parceval, and in Valvers Þáttr he plays no role 

at all. MBttuls saga 1s a rather different type of work, and 

Arthur's appearance in Brother Robert's Tristram is still aif- 

ferent again and brings in the material also found in the Breta 

slgur, These are only some of the high lights, of course. To 

get the "composite," the image, which I am looking for, we have 

to amalgamate all this material. Such a process, however, ia 

not entirely without medieval precedent--I use the term “medi- 

eval" somewhat loosely here. The process would seem to hypoth- 

esize an audience which was familiar with all, or at least most 

of the various works involved. Now it's an interesting fact 

that there are several 17th century manuscripts which present 

collections of the Arthurian materlal--for example, AM 181 fol, 

contains, among other texts, Ívens saga, Parcevals saga, Valvers 

b&ttr, Erex saga, and MÖttuls saga. AM 179 fol. contains four 

of those five (not Erex saga), and its scribe, the industrious 

Jón Erlendsson, just happened also to prepare a copy or two of 

Hrólfs saga. But we can push this kind of activity back even 

farther in time. For example, there is Holm 6 4to, from about 

1400, which contains the same four as 179 and may originally 

have included Erex saga as well. One manuscript of Breta s8gur 

(AM 573 4to) from about 1350-75 also has Valvers Þáttr. And 

there 1s good evidence that the now lost "Ormsbók" from roughly 

the same period contained not only some of the Arthurian ro- 

mances (@.g., Erex saga, fvens saga, Parcevals saga) but also 

a version of Breta sögur. My point ís that an audience such as 
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I am hypothesizing is not necessarily a figment of my imagina- 

tion entirely. 

Now to come to the figure of Arthur and the comparison with 

Hréif. An obvious point of similarity is the circle of twelve 

“champions.” Note that in the two primary manuseripts of Erex 

saga--which are, however, 17th century coples--the twelve are 

referred to as "spekingar" and "ráðgjafar." But in the little 

vellum fragment (Lbs. 1230 III), dated at about 1475-1500, they 

are actually called "kappar." The fact that other outstanding 

figures--Charlemagne, for example--may also have a cirele of 

twelve champions, does not vitiate the comparison between Arthur 

and Hrólf. When Lars LÖnnroth, in comparing Hrólf and Charle- 

magne, dismisses the number twelve as "a cliché" (1975, p. 32}, 

I am not sure that I completely agree. When he cltes as a par- 

allel Dietrich of Bern, as well as other heroes, fighting twelve 

opponents, this seems to me a quite different matter. However, 

I heartily agree with him when he says that similarities of 

literary structure are of much greater value than similarities 

in isolated themes and motifs (p. 34). For example, the fact 

that both Arthur and Hrélf possess a famous sword--Arthur's 

“Kaleburnum" and Hré1f's "Sköfnung"--1s such a commonplace that 

it hardly deserves mention. 

In my résumé I also mentioned the manner in which Arthur and 

Hrólf both meet their end--in a battle against a close relative. 

Arthur dies, or at least. receives his mortal wound, fighting 

Modred, his nephew. There 1s also a woman involved, Arthur's 

queen--thus, a woman closely associated with the hero--whom 
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Modred has "married." Hrólf dies fighting Hjörvarð, his vassal, 

and the woman involved, in this case the real instigator of the 

calamity, is Skuld, Hrólf's half-sister and wife of Hjörvarð. 

Note, too, that in at least one tradition (cf. Beowulf) Hjörvarð 

is actually Hréif's cousin. 

If the final conflicts of Arthur and Hrólf show certain par- 

allels, the circumstances of their births are no less interest- 

ing. Arthur is--very possibly--the child of adultery, or at 

any rate "semi-adultery,“ and Hrélf 1s the child of incest. 

Uther Pendragon is smitten with love for Igerna, wife of Duke 

Gorlels, Aided by Merlin's magic, Uther gains access to the 

duke's castle and, in the form of Gorlois, sleeps with lgerna. 

Thus, adultery ís involved, although Igerna commits 1t unwit- 

tingly. Geoffrey expressly states (VIII:19) that Arthur was 

conceived that night. After the death of Gorlois, Uther does 

marry Igerna, and Breta sögur does not make clear exactly when 

Arthur was conceived. I wiil not go into all the details con- 

cerning Hrólf, but King Helgi has a daughter Yrsa without being 

aware of it. One day Helgi, in disguise, comes upon Yrsa and 

is smitten with love for her. He takes her by force, although 

he later marries her. Hrélf is their son, the child of incest, 

although here both parents are unwitting. The various parallels 

to the Arthur case are clear. 

These are striking beginnings and endings for our heroes, 

ones which could hardly escape the attention of any audience. 

I would also point out that I find nothing really equivalent 

with either Karla Magnús or Pidrek af Bern. 
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One other parallel may be noted. Before the final sequence 

of events which will lead to the destruction of Arthur and Hrélf 

there is a period of peace, five years for Arthur, simply a long 

while for Hrólf ("langar stundir"). Then comes the time for a 

great celebration, of course Pentecost for Arthur and Yule for 

Hrólf. 

Naturally there appear to be some basic differences between 

Arthur and Hrólf. Hrólf is both king and warrior. He plays an 

active role in the saga, although it has been commented upon by 

various scholars that much of the saga, as we now have it, is 

devoted to persons other than Hrólf. But when he appears, he 

does take a fairly active part in events, To be sure, Arthur 

in the Geoffrey tradition (Breta s8gur, Tristrams saga) is quite 

similar in this respect, but in the romances his role appears 

rather different. Hrélf 1s not without equivocal elements, 

however. He takes vigorous action to stop a fight at his court 

and acts as mediator between Svipdag and his berserks. He does 

not hesitate to criticize his "hirð" for their bad manners--the 

bone throwing--they dishonor him in this. Yet he has let this 

situation arlse. Later, too, he must be reminded that his honor 

is not entirely unblemished, since he has not claimed his patri- 

mony from King Aðils. In spite of all his valor, in the episode 

at Adils' court it appears--several times--that Hrólf needs the 

protection of his champions, and it 1s specifically stated that 

he can not stand the fire as well as they. Finnur Jónsson 

aptly deacribes this as “en ynkelig rolle" (Hrélfa s., p. 1x). 

Similar elements can be found for Arthur. In Ívens saga 
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Arthur serves as mediator between Íven and Valven. In Erex saga 

when Valven questions the king's hunting plans, Arthur pute him 

in his place in no uncertain terms, and when he later summons 

all his vassals to court 1t is en pain of his wrath. In the 

Parcevals saga he upbralds Kay, his seneschal, for bad manners 

and for bringing disgrace upon his court, while Kay, although 

very angry, does not dare do anything because he is too close to 

Arthur. Yet, despite the fact that Arthur has subjugated all 

England and "Bretland" (MUttuls saga), is to become Emperor ef 

Rome, and compares favorably with Charlemagne (Ívens saga), his 

queen has been stolen by some knight (Ívens saga), and his men 

have to go out to rescue her. Or again, the Red Knight has 

wandered off with Arthur's golden goblet--not befere throwing 

the wine over the queen--and has even challenged him for his 

kingdom (Parcevals saga). Arthur seems only capable of sitting 

there in a daze ("angraðr ok d4hyggjufulir"). It 1s left te the 

as yet boorish Parceval to give the knight his just deserts. 

Now it may be of some interest to examine the specific 

verbal material which ts associated with Arthur and Hrélf-- 

primarily the adjectives, of course, but also adverbs, nouns, 

and s6 on, as seems relevant. Here I would distinguish between 

“primary” and “secondary” material. By primary material I mean 

the adjectives (etc.) which the "author" applies to the figure, 

or which are applied by some one else in the story but in a 

“third-person context," where the force would be approximately 

the same as 1f the author were speaking. For example, when Svip 

tells his son he has heard that Hrólf is "örr ok stórgjöfull, 
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trúfastr ok vinavandr," I take these adjectives as having the 

same force as when the author tells us that Hrólf became a 

"mix111 máðtamaðr." Secondary material, then, will include 

everything else, as, for example, when "ágdötr" 1s used by a 

knight in direct address to Arthur. I trust it is clear why I 

consider such examples as heving a different force, In the 

following I am concerned with only the primary material. 

I have prepared two lists, one for Arthur and ene forr61f. 

The words are listed in aplhabetical order, and I use the tra- 

ditional (dictionary) citation form. This 18 to be understood 

to represent net only any inflected form but, for adjectives,- 

the comparative and superlative as well. In most cases an ex- 

pression like “manna fríðastr" does not add significantly dif- 

ferent information from a simple "frfSr," at least for our pur~ 

poses here. Words (or closely related forms) which occur on 

both lists are supplied with an asterisk, for easier identifi- 

cation. If a word occurs more than once within the same text, 

this is indicated. On the list for Arthur the text (or texts) 

in which the word occurs is also indicated in parentheses. 

Up to this point I have said nothing about any problems 

with the various traditions surrounding Hrélf. As with Arthur, 

though, Hrélf is mentioned in more texts than just the saga that 

bears his name, Ultimately, the situation with Hrélf may be 

even more compliceted than with Arthur, and it is clear that the 

saga as we now have it is a late work and can be said to be 

potched in places (for example, see Jónsson, Hrólfs s., pp. vi- 

vill). Fer purposes of this paper, however, I have concentrated 
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on the saga, with only an occasional reference to the other 

traditions. On the list I have included the few items from the 

Snorra Edda (marked SnE); Heimskringla, which also mentions 

Hrélf, provides no relevant material. 

Looking at the two lists, we can make several observations. 

The list for Arthur ís nearly twice as long as the one for 

Hrólf. To some extent that feature is obviously connected with 

the number of texts I used 1n each case. However, note that the 

various Arthurian texts tend to use mutually different words; 

over fifty of the items occur in only one text, and no single 

item occurs in all the texts. I could, of course, have reduced 

the number of items by combining, for example, "blíðliga" and 

"y1fdr," "ríkuliga" and "rfkr," perhaps "kurteisi" and 

"kurtelss," and so on. Another observation is that of the items 

for Hrélf nearly one-third occur on the list for Arthur. Some 

of the other items are very "context bound"--for example, 

"kraki," "grannligr," "Bunnieitr." In this connection, notice 

that there 1s very little physical description--for Arthur only 

“miki11 á vöxt“ and "vætnn at áliti," both from the same text 

(BS). Arthur is, in that respect, quite shadowy, although the 

overall composite ts less so, and Hrólf really does not fare 

much better. 

Although in this paper I am not primarily interested in the 

"literary portrait," some mention of that subject may perhaps 

pe relevant. What I have done by making the two lists is, of 

course, to wash out any portrait that might occur. For Arthur 

there is in fact nothing worth calling a portrait in Erex saga, 
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fvens saga, Parcevals saga, or Tristrams saga. In Breta sögur, 

as was possibly to be expected, there.is a portra1t--"presenta- 

tion segment” might be a better term (see Lönnroth, 1976, p. 

118)--one which includes some 16 items (Jónsson, Hauksbók, p. 

287:23-6). With an eye to Lars Lönnroth's study of the portrait 

(1965, p. 77), I would say that the example here is somewhat 

more informative than decorative, considering Arthur's. action in 

the following sections. Theye is some alliteration, for example 

“fastndémr ok forsjé11," "siðlátr ok sigrs&11," and perhaps an 

occasional touch of assonance, “hardr ok v&pndjarfr." As far as 

Í can see, these sixteen items correspond to four in Geoffrey: 

"bonitas," "gratia," "largitas," "virtus,“ with a fifth added a 

few lines later, "probitas" (Hammer, p. 152:9-11 + 15-6). Note 

that here there are no physical characteriatics. In MÖttuls 

saga, then, there is a portrait, or presentation section, which 

1s even more extensive than the one in Breta aðgur--some 22 

items (Cederschidid-wulff, pp. 1-2). Again there is some allit- 

Ö eration, for example "vaskasti at vápnum"--and note "hagráðasti 

í réðagðrðum." To all this there appears to be absolutely 

nothing corresponding in the French. Thus, in both inatances 

the Norse seems to have freely introduced a quantity of 

deseriptive material. 

For Hrólf there is also a portrait, though interestingly 

enough it is put in the mouth of Svip when he is talking to his 

son. Although Hrólf has been mentioned twice earlier in the 

saga, this 1s the first time he has really been "introduced." 

There are some 15 items, including a couple of physical ones, 
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*fríðr," "lágligr" (Slay, pp. 46-7). These are, incidentally, 

the only items of physical description, other than those already 

mentioned and specifically attached to Hrólf's "name-giving." 

There is a bit of alliteration, for example "hótgr við vesala 

ok hégvétrr." The characteristics of the presentation of Hrélf 

are thus quite similar to those of Arthur. 

Despite certain gross overall differences, there are a 

number of points of similarity between Arthur and Hrélf, both 

in major and minor circumstances itn their stories, and in the 

descriptive verbal material associated with them. Á compari- 

son of the two figures helps to sharpen the focus on both. 
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Arthur 

*égdetr (BS, ES, IS) kapp (BS) 

áhyggjyfullr (PS--2x) (mikill) kappi (BS) 

angraðr (PS) kurteisi (MS) 

beinisamr (M3) kurteiss IS, Janv, TS) 

blíðliga (Is) (mikils) lofs (verðr) (MS) 

*blför (IS, MS} *megn (ES) 

*drengskapr (MS, TS) (vel) menntr (BS). 

dýrligr (MS) *mikill (á vöxt) (BS) 

fastnáður (BS) mildleikr (MS) 

forsjáleysi (BS) *míldr (at gjöfum) (MS--2x) 

forsjáll (BS) miskunnsamr (MS) 

forvitinn (MS) mjúklyndr (góðum) (MS) 

*(víð-)fréðgr (BS, IS, MS--3x, *(kóngs) prýði (ES) 

*frétkletkr me riddaraskap (TS) 

fullkominn (f 811um höfðingskap) ríkr (ES, 78) 

*glaðr (BS) rfkuliga (MS) 

góðr (vinum) (BS) rðskr (í framgÖngum) (BS) 

góðgjarn (Í miskunnsemd) (MS) síðlátr (BS) 

góðvili (TS) síðugr (MS) 

grimr (úvinum) (BS) sigr (TS) 

guðhréðddr (MS) sigrsáð1ll (BS) 

hagráör (MS) spekingr (BS) 

harðr (BS, MS) sterkr (BS) 

*hreysti (TS--2x) sóðnd (TS) 

huggótöl (MS) tiguligr (MS) 

(engi) illgirmd (MS) 
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Arthur (cont.) 

vald (ES) 

vépndjarfr (BS) 

vaskleikr (TS) 

vaskr (at vépnum) (MS) 

vinr (guðs ok góðra manna) (BS) 

vinsábll (IS, MS) 

virduliga (ES) 

váðun (at áliti) (BS) 

(engi) öfund (MS) 

*Urr (at fé) (BS) 

BS = Breta sögur 

ES = Erex saga 

1s = Ívens saga 

Janv = Janvals ljóð 

MS = MÖttuls saga 

PS = Parcevals saga 

TS = Tristrams saga 
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Hrólf 

#ágátti (+ SnE) rausn (2x} 

#blftt (gott) skap 

*drengiliga stérldtr (við timilda) 

fríðr stérláðti (2x) 

#fráðgr torveldr 

#(fróðknleikr SnE) trifestr 

(sté6r-)gj8full úlfkr (83rum kóngum í bardaga) 

*glaðr vegr 

(grannligr SnE--2x) verjast vel 

heidr vinavandr 

hégvátrr Þunnleitr 

"hreysti *Err 

hugprýði (3x) 

hóðgr (við vesala) 

kraki (£ andlitinu) (+ SnE) 

lágiigr (at líta) 

Aítillátr 

(1fta11&t1 snk) 

ljúfr 

máttr 

*megn 

*mikill (at reyna) 

*milör (at fé) (+ SnE) 

(mikill) máðtamaðr 

(með öngum) ótta 

*prýði 
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